
Vulcan’s global PR factory spews emissions
for moonshot lithium plant
While Vulcan is yet to extract any lithium from Germany’s Upper Rhine
region, it does fund and produce a sizeable amount of public relations
material.
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Perhaps the most surprising thing about the global investor and public relations spinning industry is
how cheap it is to access.

After shares in German-focused lithium hopeful Vulcan Energy Resources sank 28 per cent in three
days when short-seller J Capital accused the company’s $1.5 billion market capitalisation of being based
on overly optimistic forecastsoverly optimistic forecastsoverly optimistic forecastsoverly optimistic forecastsoverly optimistic forecasts and deceptive marketing, the ASX-listed group sent its shareholders some
good news.

Two research houses, Canaccord Genuity Australia and German-based Alster Research, both issued
positive recommendations to investors that rejected the claims made days earlier by Beijing-based J
Capital.

Analysis

Francis Wedin, chief executive of Vulcan Energy Resources, a company preoccupied with producing announcements. 
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Vulcan chief executive Francis Wedin’s email on Wednesday linked to the two newly issued analyst
notes, highlighting their price targets on the stock of $21 and $22, respectively – double its $10.81
closing price stock that day.

The email did not mention that Canaccord and Alster are paid by Vulcan.

Luckily, for those who read the fine print, Canaccord discloses it receives fees from
Vulcan as a manager of its capital raisings, while Alster has an “agreement on the
production of the research report” with Vulcan, and has previously passed its draft
reports to Vulcan before publishing.

While we can only guess the level of fees Canaccord receives for its research that has
maintained a “speculative buy” rating on the stock, Alster confirmed that for just
€17,500 a year ($27,400), companies can access “full coverage” which includes the
analyst notes being hosted on its “research hub” platform. Coincidentally, Alster has
consistently rated Vulcan as a “buy”. Canaccord had not provided a response at the
time of going to press.

Given the ensuing 15 per cent rally in Vulcan stock following Wedin’s email, it
appears the company’s large retail shareholder base has taken some comfort from
Canaccord and Alster’s reassurance. No other mainstream broker provides research
on Vulcan shares, given it has no cash flow and no product. The only thing the
company is selling, until at least 2024, is the narrative of its highly experimental
Zero Carbon Lithium project.

Public spat
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Vulcan utterly rejects the J Capital report. “The report contains many claims that are
wrong and misleading. Vulcan categorically rejects the claims contained in the
report,” the company noted in its 11-page response (its second attempt after the ASX
requested a detailed rebuttal following a terse first attempt that did not fully engage
with the substance of J Capital’s allegations).

While the public spat between Vulcan and J Capital is mired in technicalities
(whether discount rates are too generous, whether post-drilling flow rates of
geothermal brine are too optimistic, and whether lithium production will be as
economic as the company predicts), the public relations battle is much more clear-
cut.

There is obviously a lot at stake. On one side, Vulcan management and its retail
shareholder base want to protect the more than 6000 per cent rise in its stock price,
which has sent the company into the S&P/ASX 300 Index and will force the nation’s
superannuation funds to buy more of its shares.

On the other side, there is the vested interest of the short-sellers. But more
importantly, as the financial world increasingly focuses on funding emerging
technologies to tackle climate change, there is a vital need to ensure capital is being
directed to the best projects with the greatest chance of success. This is particularly
so when compulsory superannuation savings will be in the mix.

On that measure, there is considerable doubt – not just whether Vulcan’s market
capitalisation is justified, but also whether it will ever sell any of the zero emission
lithium it hopes to produce to support the burgeoning electric vehicle industry.

Network of pomp and puff
Vulcan admits this in its most recent annual report, warning “there is always the risk
that our investment in our technology to produce lithium with net zero greenhouse
gas emissions will be unsuccessful”.

But this is not the story shelled out by Vulcan’s extensive network of pomp and puff.



While Alster and Canaccord provide direct marketing, the reports are also fodder for
secondary information markets. The arguably conflicted analyst notes often find
their way into stock marketing websites run by S3 Consortium, such as Next
Investors. Vulcan uses the services of S3 Consortium - which owns more than
600,000 Vulcan shares - to publish positively slanted marketing that has the
appearance of financial advice.

“Vul ASX ‘Our First Ten-Bagger’ say German Research House” reads one such
headline. Another argued “Northern Hemisphere analysts ‘get’ Vulcan type
companies”.

When The Australian Financial Review     last week discussed the relationshiplast week discussed the relationshiplast week discussed the relationshiplast week discussed the relationshiplast week discussed the relationship
between Vulcan and S3 Consortiumbetween Vulcan and S3 Consortiumbetween Vulcan and S3 Consortiumbetween Vulcan and S3 Consortiumbetween Vulcan and S3 Consortium, Vulcan issued this publication a demand to
retract the article within 24 hours. The Financial Review declined to do so.

Just days earlier, a very senior Vulcan employee had called multiple Financial
Review journalists seeking their interest in writing negative articles about J Capital.

This is understandable, given J Capital’s opaque operating model (no one knows who
is funding its research) and its high-profile failures (its recent take-downs of ASX
firms WiseTech and Nearmap have been notably unsuccessful).

But while Vulcan is yet to extract any lithium from Germany’s Upper Rhine region
(or drill any holes for that matter), it does fund and produce a sizeable amount of
public relations material.

This includes numerous sponsored posts on investment website FNArena, founded
by talking head Rudi Filapek-Vandyck, which spruiks the prospect of Vulcan’s rising
share price. An example: “Vulcan Share Price Doubles On Sustainability Initiatives”.

Dr Reuter Investor Relations, a German outfit run by Eva Reuter, has claimed to
potential customers that its placing of articles in the nation’s press (Vulcan is dual-
listed on the Frankfurt exchange) has “led to a very strong increase in the share price
and liquidity on the German stock exchanges, and then also on the ASX through
arbitrage processes”.
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Publicity machine
According to Dr Reuter, articles in publications such as Borse Online and Aktien
Reports helped Vulcan grow from a market cap of less than €10 million to €240
million. The investor relations outfit has marketing documents that carry a quote
from Vulcan boss Dr Wedin noting that “during the course of our relationship we
have seen a significant increase in trading volume on the German stock exchanges
and substantial share price appreciation”.

By promoting Vulcan to German investors, European market makers must buy
shares on the ASX to meet demand, which decreases the amount of free float on the
Australian bourse and again increases demand. A virtuous circle.

 



Mesoblast, another ASX listed firm, also solicits Dr Reuter’s services, such as paying
€450 a pop to translate and distribute the company’s press releases.

Of course, public relations is a key part of any corporate plan. This is particularly so
for Vulcan, which has encountered fierce local opposition to its plans to mine large
deposits of hot geothermal brine in historic Ortenau on the banks of the Rhine.

This is why Vulcan has set up numerous local websites such as “Naturally Ortenau”
which seek to soothe concerns over the company’s plans. It has hired German
consultancy DWR eco to run this campaign.

“Editorial contributions have been initiated in the local community news, and
Vulcan has local project channels on Facebook and Instagram to inform local
stakeholders,” Vulcan’s annual report also notes.

Whether the plan will work is an open question. The Financial Review has viewed at
least a dozen local community groups opposed to the miner, while municipalities
rejecting the company’s plans include Renchen, Buehl, Baden-Baden, Neuried,
Achern, Rheinau and Windschlaeg. Still, there is conjecture whether the state
government would veto the opposition of lower level governments.

Better known for luxury cruises, the Rhine Valley could host a lithium extraction project after 2024. Getty



Vulcan’s PR onslaught has extended to swapping shares with Nico Rosberg, a
German Formula One racing driver, for the ability to advertise on his vehicle. An
ASX announcement bizarrely deemed this deal “market sensitive”.

It has also hired a high-profile corporate affairs team, which it also strangely
announced to the exchange, including former Mercedes-Benz marketing employee
Beate Holzwarth, and former media flak to then prime minister Kevin Rudd, Jessica
Bukowski, who is married to Labor MP Patrick Gorman.

Vulcan’s board also counts among its members Ranya Alkadamani, who shares a
common work history with Ms Bukowski’s former employers Andrew Forrest and Mr
Rudd. Ms Alkadamani is a director of media group AAP and the founder of public
relations outfit Impact Group International, which generally represents
environmentally focused organisations.

After chairman Gavin Rezos and Dr Wedin, Ms Alkadamani holds the most Vulcan
shares of the board directors. This includes 100,000 issued shares, and a further two

Mercedes driver Nico Rosberg of Germany (left) has been handed Vulcan Energy shares to allow the company
to advertise on his Formula One racing cars.  AFP



parcels of 100,000 shares that will vest on a “performance milestone” that appears to
be nothing more than the passing of 12 and 24 months respectively. It’s not exactly
rigorous.

There are other strange performance hurdles, too. For instance, management is
rewarded with shares for producing a “positive scoping study” for its plans. Shares
were also vested when Vulcan produced a “positive pre-feasibility study” (it is yet to
produce a more hefty defining feasibility study). J Capital accused Vulcan of using
consultants that lacked the required level of independence for the pre-feasibility
study.

Another “performance milestone” was the vesting of shares if Vulcan struck off-take
agreements (deals with prospective customers) worth 30 per cent of production
value. This might be why Vulcan is so keen to lock in deals for a product it hasn’t
produced. It has “term sheets” with LG Energy Solution and Renault Group, and
another “binding” agreement with Polish-based Umicore (which had several
stringent conditions precedent, not least of which was the ultimate production of the
product in question).

While several hedge funds have met Vulcan’s management, they have not been as
optimistic about the company as retail shareholders. While prime brokers,
understood to be Macquarie and Bank of America Merril Lynch, have scoured the
market for shareholders willing to loan out their shares to short sellers, they have
largely been unlucky. As a result, only about 1 per cent of Vulcan is held short.
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Market sources said iron ore billionaire Gina Rinehart, the company’s third-largest
shareholder, had also been approached to lend out shares. But she appears unwilling
to support short sellers.

It is another matter entirely whether she will continue to support Vulcan.
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